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in addition to the usual effects, transitions and editing tools you'll find in vegas pro, the application includes several plug-ins to apply effects after exporting your footage to another format. most of these plug-ins also include an included.drp file that can be used to apply the effect to other video projects. the plug-ins also include a list of effects
that can be applied to the footage after exporting it. for example, sony vegas pro comes with several video transitions and effects, including automatic transitions that can be applied to your video project after you export it from vegas to another format. i'm able to export a vegas project to a.flv file, and use any.flv player, such as those

included in the android operating system, to play the video in a standard fashion. i also tried playing the video in vegas pro. in addition to the usual features, you can also add titles and transitions to your vegas projects. the application also has some filters that can be used to enhance your videos. after applying some filters, i saved the output
to an.avi file. if you export your project from vegas pro to a web format (such as mpeg-4 or.mov), you can load the file into a free software program called.net web player. this makes it possible to play the video on a website. i was able to export a vegas pro project to a.avi file, and use any.avi player, such as those included in the android

operating system, to play the video in a standard fashion. i also tried playing the video in vegas pro. the are two types of transitions you can use in vegas pro. you can either use the transitions or you can use special effects. using the transition tool, you can create various transitions between the two clips you are editing. the special effects can
be used with the short or long clips. if you want to use a transition in the long video, you will need to use the special effects. a transition is the moment of transition between two clips.
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